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flour as being legs, or as anything else, for that matter, •
In fact, as previously emphasized, don't think at all,
Simply make a mental picture of those sacks of flour,
but without associating them with anything, and then
allow j'Tour mental streams to run freely.
It is very likely that, before you have got thus far, at
least something will have become revealed to you. If
you have been unable to decipher any complete
" sentences" of your dream hieroglyphics you will
most probably have succeeded in picking out some
" words " here and there. You must not be impatient,
however; for if you start to learn a modern language,
such as Spanish, you will not advance very far by your
first day's efforts.
Let us now take a look at something that you may
describe as a funny part of the dream. Maybe, for
example, your dream pictured a cat smoking a pipe, or
featured a very emaciated cow standing on her head
on the top of a gate. Taken as a group of ideas, the
effect would certainly be funny. But if the cat is
considered and treated as a cat, and then the pipe is
similarly treated (i.e., the two ideas removed from their
displaced positions), the grotesque effect is at once
removed. The cat, when considered as a cat (by
itself), will probably be found to be quite an ordinary
and, possibly, a very self-respecting animal; while the
pipe, when looked at merely as a pipe (by itself also),
will be found to be similarly devoid of any humorous
characteristics. Similar conditions will prevail in the
case of the emaciated cow which the dream drama
represented as casually standing on her head on the
top of a gate. There is nothing funny about an
emaciated cow; in fact, the effect is rather the reverse.

